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A) ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS [ MIDNIGHT EXPRESS ] 
 
1) Who is the author of the story? 
2) How was Mortimer’s house? 
3) Where did Mortimer find the book? 
4) Describe the appearance of the book. 
5) When did Mortimer read the book? 
6) What sound could Mortimer hear while reading the book? 
7) Name the title of the story that Mortimer was reading. 
8) Describe the illustration on page fifty of the book. 
9) Why couldn’t Mortimer read beyond page fifty of the book? 
10) What did Mortimer see while standing around midnight in an empty junction? 
11) Where and when did Mortimer see that sight earlier? 
12) “Mortimer’s instincts were aroused” – Why was his instincts aroused? 
13) What did Mortimer do when his instincts were aroused? 
14) “Mortimer was shocked” – When was Mortimer shocked? 
15) Why was he shocked? 
16) What did Mortimer do immediately? 
17) What was ‘steadily gaining’ on Mortimer? 
18) What did Mortimer see at one point when he was running? 
19) Who opened the door? 
20) Where did the shadowy host take Mortimer to? 
21) What did Mortimer find lying on the oak table? 
22) Why do you think Mortimer’s hands trembled when he turned the pages of the book? 
23) “Mortimer tried to grasp the strange cycle of events he was going through” – What was 

the strange cycle of events? 
24) What did Mortimer realize when he looked at the host’s face? 
25) What could Mortimer hear at the end of the story? What does it indicate? 
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                            SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL (H.S.) KALYANI 
                               HOME ASSIGNMENT (7) (SESSION 2020) 
                                                        STD-VIII 

                          ENGLISH-I (Dreamcatcher) 

1. Answer the following questions as briefly as you can: “The Send-off” 
i) Where do you think the soldiers are leaving for? 
ii) Explain the expression ‘grimly gay’. What figure of speech is this? 
iii) Who stood staring hard and what is his emotion? Is everybody feeling the same 

way? Give reasons for your answer. 
iv) Why did women offer them flowers? What makes the poet feel that the soldiers 

might mock the gesture? 
v) Quote the rhetorical question that has been used in the concluding section of 

the poem. With what purpose has this been used? 
vi) Bring out the pathos in the last stanza. 
vii) Do you feel that the soldiers are being sent off secretly? If so, why? 
viii) What do you think the poet means by ‘They were not ours’?   What conclusion 

can we draw from this expression? 
2. Give the antonyms of the following:  “The Send-off” 

i) Darkening 
ii) Grimly 
iii) Dull 
iv) Casual 
v) Nodded 

3. Give the synonyms of the following: “The Send-off” 
i) Close 
ii) Lane 
iii) Gay 
iv) Porter 
v) Staring 

4. Complete the following sentences: “The Send-off” 
i) And lined ………………………………………… 
ii) Their breasts …………………………………………. 
iii) Then, unmoved ……………………………………….. 

5. Make Sentences with the following words: “The Send-off” 
i) Lined, ii) stuck, iii) guard, iv) secretly 

 
Subject Teacher: Joyjit Bhattacharya 
Email id: joyjitbh@gmail.com 

 
 

 

 



 

                                                       SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL (H.S.), KALYANI 
                                                                          ACADEMIC YEAR 2020 
                                                                          HOME ASSIGNMENT- 7 
                                                                                    CLASS : VIII                                                    
                                                                              SUB: GEOGRAPHY  
Note: You may read the chapter no. 5 'Cloud and Rain', before you write the answers. You may use 
the help of the internet.  
 
Answer the following:  
1) ________ clouds appear like feathers.  
2) Rainfall is measured by ________. 
3) _________ clouds are also called 'Bumpy clouds.  
4) Cyclones are called _________ in Caribbean Sea.  
5) Once the diameter of a tiny drop of water is less than 0.5 mm, it is called _______. 
6) ________ cyclones are found to occur in the areas where North East and South East trade winds 
meet.  
7) The centre of the cyclone is called the ________ of the cyclone.  
8) __________ types of rainfall occurs in the mid latitudes in winter.  
9) A combined form of water droplets and ice particles are called _________. 
10) Fog and dew is generally seen in _______ season.  
11) The imaginary lines joining places with same average annual rainfall are called _______. 
12) The air full of moisture is called _______ air.  
13) The Leeward side of the mountain is also called the ________. 
14) Eye of the cyclone is found at ________ cyclones.  
15) If we want to express Relative humidity and we have forgot to multiply with 100%, then we 
actually have expressed __________. 
16) Mention the height of medium clouds.  
17) What type of rainfall is generally observed in our country in the monsoon?  
18) Hailstorm is generally seen in West Bengal in which season?  
19) Cyclones are called what in Australia?  
20) What is most disastrous and strongest tropical cyclone of the world?  
21) Fog is type of Precipitation.  (True/False)  
22) Rainfall helps in decreasing temperature. (True/False) 
23) When warm and cold wind meets it causes tropical cyclonic rainfall. (True/False) 
24) Warm wind can hold more moisture. (True/False) 
25) Rainfall occurs from all types of clouds. (True/False) 
 
[ Note: Questions are given from the chapter no. 5 'Cloud and Rain' page no. 43 - 49 ] 
**********************************************************************************
************************* 
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SPRINGDALE HIGH SCHOOL_ [H.S], KALYANI, NADIA 
SUB: HISTORY, CLASS: VIII, ACADEMIC SESSION: 2020 

CHAPTER NO: 06(THE BEGINNING OF NATIONALISM/ASSIGNMENT NO: 07 
 

A) ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN ONE WORD/SENTENCE. 
1. When was the first session of Indian National Congress held? 
2. Who was the first president of INC? 
3. Name the retired English Civil Servant who took an initiative for the 

emergence of INC? 
4. Where was the first session of INC held? 
5. Name the first political association/organization of India? 
6. When was ‘Bangabhasha Publication Society’ founded? 
7. When was “Landholders’ Society” set up? 
8. Who set up Hindu Mela in 1867? 
9. Who was the founder of “Indian League” (1875)? 
10. Who had founded the “Theosophical Society”? 
11. When was “Indian Association” or “Bharat Sabha” founded and by whom? 
12. When was an “All Indian National Conference “held in Calcutta? 
13. Who was C.P.Ilbert (Courtenay Pergrine Ilbert)? 
14. When was the ‘Ilbert Bill’ introduced? 
15. Who was the Governor General or the Viceroy of India when the Ilbert Bill 

was passed? 
16. Who wrote the Biography of the retired civil servant Allan Octavian Hume? 
17. Apart from Allan Octavian Hume who was associated with ‘Hume-Dufferin’ 

Conspiracy Theory (Safety Valve Theory)? 
18. How many delegates had attended the first meeting of INC? 
19. How many representatives were there in the first session of INC from 

Bombay Presidency? 
20. When was “Dramatic Performance Act” implemented? 
21. When was “Vernacular Press Act” Introduced and by whom? 
22. Who had repealed the “Vernacular Press Act” in 1881 A.D? 
23. Name a moderate leader of INC. 
24. Name an extremist leader of INC? 
25. Which period in Indian History is called the “Age of Association”? 

 

Subject teacher: Prasenjit Bose 
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Life science. 
Set-vii,   Std-viii. 

Food production and Management. 
 

1. Mention the various agricultural Practices 

2. What is the medium of growth for plant?  

3. How many types of soil are there? Name them.  

4. Which soil has the finest particles?  

5. Name the mineral present is- a) black soil,  b) red soil c) green soil.  

6. ______soil has a larger concentration of hydrogen ions.  

7. What is leaching?  

8. The application of ______helps to neutralize the acidity.  

9. _______soil has low concentration of hydrogen ions.  

10. _______ soil has an equal concentration of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. 

11. What is an ions?       12. What do you mean by ploughing?  

13. What promotes the percolation of water into the soil?  

14. Name the tools which are used got ploughing.  

15. What is levelling?         16. Name the tools which is used for levelling.  

17. Mention the two different ways of sowing seeds.  

18. What is a seed drill?  

19. What is transplantation?  

20. Name two plants which are grown by transplantation.  

21. What is irrigation?          

22. Name any two fresh water sources.  

23. What do you mean by canal system.?  

24. What do you mean by river lift system?  

25. How many types of irrigation are there?  Name them.  
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Springdale High School ∎  Mathemaics ∎ Set- 7 ∎Std: VIII 

1. If a+b+c =0,  +  +  =0,find the value of (a2+b2+c2). 

2. If m +  =1, find the value of 8m3+  . 

3. If (x-1)2 +(y-5)2+(z-7)2=0 ,find the value of (x+2y-z). 
4. If the sum of two numbers is m and their difference is n, find the numbers. 
5. When a number is divided by x ,thequotientis is y and the remainder is z. Find the number. 

6. If  a= of b and b =  of c ,then what part of c is a ? 

7. If x= a-b ,y=b-c  and z= c-a ,then find the value of (x2-y2+z2+2xz). 

8. If x +  +2 =0, then find the value of ( x33+x32+x13+x12+x+1 ) 

9. Simplify : ( x2+ ) 2 – ( x2 - )2 

10. PQ and RS intersect at O.If∠𝑃𝑂𝑆 = 4∠𝑃𝑂𝑅, find the measures of ∠𝑄𝑂𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∠𝑄𝑂𝑆. 
11. The sum of vertical angle and one base angle of an isosceles triangle is 1450. Find the 

measurements of the angles of the triangle. 
12. In a quadrilateral ABCD ,a  diagonal AC is drawn. If AB ∥ DC and BC =AD , then are the  ∆s 

ABC and ADC  congruent? Give reason. 
13. In a quadrilateral  ABCD , AB ∥ DC. The side AB is produced to E.If∠𝐴𝐷𝐶 = 540 and ∠𝐶𝐵𝐸 

=1260 ,whatcan you say about BC and AD? 
14. BO and CO are the internal bisectors of ∠𝐵 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∠𝐶 respectively of ∆ABC. If ∠𝐵𝑂𝐶 =1100, 

find ∠𝐵𝐴𝐶. 
15. BA and CA of ∆𝐴𝐵𝐶  are produced respectively to the points D and E such that 

BA=AD.Prove that DE=BC. 
16. After spending 5% of a sum of money, Rs. 133 remained. Find the sum of money. 
17. Express 1% of 0.1 in the form of decimal.  
18. 15% of a number is 36. Find the number. 
19. A number is reduced by 10% successively for two times. Thus the original number is 

changed by: (i)20%                  ii. 19%                iii.    21%                          iv. 
1

10
10

%  

20. 30% of 20 is greater than 20% of 30. (T/F) 

21. Convert 
1

22
3

% into decimal fraction.  

22. The ratio of hydrogen and oxygen in water is 2:1. Let’s work out the percentage of 
hydrogen in water. 

23. Find the cost of a machine after paying 120% tax if it original costs Rs.300000.  
24. 118% of 37.8 metre=?  
25. Find the percentage: 85 kg out of 17 kg. 
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